Abstract-This paper investigates the learning algorithm of neural network on the spherical cap. Firstly, we construct the inner weights and biases from sample data, such that the network has the interpolation property on the sampling points. Secondly, we construct the BP network and BP learning algorithm. Finally, we analyze the generalization ability for the constructed networks and give the numerical experiments.
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 In recent years, the construction and approximation of spherical function have attracted the attention of large number of scholars. As the main approximation tools on the unit sphere, spherical polynomials are fundamental, and many results have been explored [1] . The spherical thin-plate splines, as natural analogs of the classical thinplate splines, have also been constructed for interpolation and approximation on the unit sphere [2] . Moreover, in many applications of geophysics and metrology, we usually need to find some functional models to fit the scattered data collected over the surface of the earth via satellite or ground stations. Recently, a class of so-called spherical positive definite radial basis functions has been used to tackle the problem by interpolating the samples, and lots of results have been obtained. We refer reader to [3] and references therein.
On the other hand, it is well-known that feed-forward neural networks are universal approximator. There has been a lot of research devoting to the topic on the compact subset of Euclidean space d  , for example, Cybenko [4] , Funahashi [5] , Chen and Chen [6] , Barron [7] , Chen [8] , Cao, Xie, and Xu [9] , and Chen and Cao [10] . On the unit sphere, Mhaskar et al. [11] introduced the following zonal function network 
In [12] [13] [14] [15], the following feed-forward networks defined on the unit sphere were considered and some approximation properties were studied:  , so we will discuss the approximation of networks on a spherical cap. It is well known that interpolation is a popular and important approximation method when the samples are obtained. Therefore we construct the interpolation networks to approximate target function. This kind of network can save much training time, naturally, its construction is difficult. On the other hand, although there have been many results concerning the spherical network approximation, the results about learning algorithm are relatively few. In fact, the basic BP (back propagation) learning algorithm has been raising many scholars' interesting, and has been applied to a variety of disciplines, see [19] [20] [21] . Hence we are also to discuss the BP algorithm in the application of network approximation of spherical cap.
is a typical sigmoidal function, so we will use  to construct activation functions of interpolation network. And we are also to discuss the BP algorithm of network approximation, and the target functions are defined on a spherical cap. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the existence of spherical interpolation networks, where a constructive method based on scattered (randomly) sampling data will be utilized. In Section 3, we will use classical gradient method and derive the adjusting formulas of weights. And the BP learning algorithm on spherical cap will be established. In Section 4, we will analyse the generalization ability for the constructed networks and give the numerical experiments. Finally, some conclusions one presented in Section 5. 
II. CONSTRUCTION OF INTERPOLATION NETWORKS
is a network, if it has the following property (x ) y , 1, 2, , ,
we say that (x) N is a interpolation network. For given samples above, we will choose properly weights : (w , w , , w ). 
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On the other hand, for , 1, 2, , ,
and illustrates that matrix G  is strictly and diagonally dominant. Therefore, G  is nonsingular. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
From Theorem 1 we know that for samples ii N X y    Although function interpolation algorithm is an effective approach for fitting scattered data, the construction of weight is difficult.
As an important performance of feed-forward neural networks, the BP algorithm can iteratively adjust the network weights to minimize the least squares objective function by training samples, and thus the networks have a certain generalization ability.
III. SPHERICAL BP NEURAL NETWORK
The multilayer perceptron employing BP algorithm is one of the most extensive and applicable neural networks. The basic idea of BP algorithm is composed of two processes: the feed-forward propagation of signals and the back-propagation of errors (see [22] for details). In this paper we will use the following (see Figure 1 ) spherical feed-forward neural network with single-hidden layer, it can be mathematically modeled as Since the principle of adjusting weights is that we should have the error become smaller and smaller, so the adjusting value of weight should be direct proportion to the gradient descent of error, that is , 1, 2, , .
is the learning rate. By standard calculation, we have
Thus, we derive the following computation formulas: 
0,1, 2,3. i n j   Now we can give the BP algorithm as follows (see TABLE 1 ).
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES
Now, we apply numerical experiments to discuss the generalization capacity of above two kinds of networks on spherical cap. We choose two functions defined on cap We define sample test error 1 E and generalization test error 2 E as follows: From experimental results we find that the sample size affects performances of interpolation network. This network performs well when the sample size is between 10 and 30. So we can call such sample size the valid size. Furthermore, we illustrate the relation between errors and sizes with Figure 6 and Figure 7 . From all above numerical results, Figure 4 - Figure 9 , we can see that:
1. When the sample size N is relatively small (N 10)  , these two kinds of networks perform badly in generalization. It is easily understood, for less sample information naturally leads to worse learning effect.
2. As for interpolation network, when the sample size N is relatively large (N 30)  , the network lies in an unstable state, hence, the generalization capacity is undesirable. The reason for such result is that the interpolation G  is close to singular or badly scaled.3. For BP network, the error becomes smaller, and the generalization capacity becomes better as the sample size N increases. However, in order to achieve the same performance, BP network will spend longer time.4. When sample size N is at valid size, especially when 18 24) N  the interpolation network performs very well, and the generalization behaves with very high accuracy. By numerical experiments above we obtain that when the number of sample points on a cap is appropriate, the performance (error and time cost) of the interpolation network excels the BP network. While, if the number of samples gets relatively large, the interpolation network becomes instable easily. In this case the BP network can works, but the time which the network spends increases rapidly.
To compare the learning effects of above two networks further, we draw 3-dimensional curved surfaces of 1 f and 2 f so that we can see more clearly the coincidence of tested points. Now, we use above polar coordinates representations to transform 12 , ff into 1 ( , )
g  and It is not difficult to see that, for these two networks, almost all the points marked with "+" are in five-pointed stars, which indicate that the testing effects for original sample points are ideal.As for generalization testing, all the points marked with "*" exactly lie in the center of "o". This indicates that the generalization of interpolation network is very good.
In the case of BP network, most points marked with "*" are in the center of "o", only a few points have fairly big biases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Interpolation is an important method of data fitting and numerical approximation, so we construct the interpolating network, and the numerical experiments that it can reach the results we want. However, we require constructing weights and solving large scale linear systems to obtain the interpolant of a target function, and when the number of interpolation points is very large, the interpolation matrix may become ill-conditioned. Hence, we also study the BP learning algorithm of neural networks. By properly choosing learning rate and the number of samples the network may have ideal learning effects and generalization capacity.
